
WRITING AN OPINION PIECE FOR KIDS

Things have changed and whether or not kids like it, opinion writing is Opinion writing pieces would use mostly
sentences starters from the.

What do they annoyingly beg for? These multiple sections can feel long, confusing, and insurmountable to
some students. As I introduced the sentences to the class, I starred them with different colors and emphasized
the level of difficulty. Each student gets a chance to share their best piece with the class. These writing
strategies will help you teach students to use academic language when expressing their opinion and then turn
that in excellently written paragraphs. Once students had planned out two different opinions, they selected one
to turn into a full paragraph in their writer's notebooks. This was first on the chart and first on my list. We may
not have mastered this writing yet, but we are definitely on our way and that mountain doesn't seem quite so
high anymore. One of those golden nuggets that kids will rave about at home is a special writing sharing time.
I found a game changer especially for struggling writers â€” color coding. Opinion writing pieces would use
mostly sentences starters from the second and third column. Giving each student one sandwich cookie to
munch on while they worked on these organizers helped keep them excited about the whole process. They
could also write brochures about a favorite book, their opinion about the best sport, and a wide variety of other
topics. For me it was a toast using small cups of apple juice. Model, Model, Model! This whole group activity
mirrored what I wanted students to do during their independent activity. Not only was I able to get another
piece of writing from students, they used the given opinion statement and matching reason to practice some
higher-level writing. They wrote that opinion and reason on a blank paper and wrote two more reasons to go
with that opinion. Since this was their first day working with the sentence frames, I kept it simple and stuck to
these sentence frames. Write a brochure. One student had the brilliant idea to cross out the ones that were
already used.


